Modeling Night and Daylighting Toll Road Tunnel Using Dialux to Compare the Performance of HPS and LED Lamp
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Abstract—In toll road tunnels, the lighting at the threshold zone must balance the brightness of the access zone with natural light. Therefore, artificial lighting is strategically placed in that area to match the brightness to the intensity of natural light. This balance shifts during nighttime to ensure uniform brightness throughout the tunnel, equivalent to street lighting. Additionally, a significant amount of power is required to realize this artificial lighting. Two lamp technologies are used for tunnel lighting: HPS lamps with low energy efficiency and LED lamps with better energy efficiency. The challenge is determining artificial lighting in the threshold zone using energy-efficient lamps. To address this issue, simulations were conducted to compare the two lamp types applied in tunnels to achieve the most significant power savings. This research creates a model of toll road tunnel lighting using DIALux software better to understand the characteristics of toll road tunnel lighting using HPS and LED lamps. The SNI and ANSI/IES are the standards used. The Cisumdawu tunnel is used as the case study. The simulation results show that the luminance in the interior zone using LED or HPS lamps meets the SNI standard. Using LED lamps results in higher luminance with less power than using HPS. This discovery can improve energy efficiency in tunnel environments and contribute to lighting solutions for transportation infrastructure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Based on research in tunnel lighting that the authors conducted (decentralization research that the Higher Education Department funded), it was found that the lighting in the Pasar Rebo tunnel and the Cibubur tunnel did not meet the lighting standards for both nighttime lighting and daylight lighting [1]. The research conducted to enhance energy efficiency in tunnel lighting applies three methodological approaches: implementing smart lighting technology in the tunnel [2]–[7]; organizing the environment by planting trees and plants at the tunnel entrance [8], [9]; and by replacing HPS lamps with LED lamps. The average lighting during the day is either very excessive, that is, the illumination and luminance exceed the SNI standards and international standards, or much less than standard, especially at mid-day [10], [11]. As a result, the face of the tunnel looks very dark compared to sunlight, which causes the driver's eyes to lose sight temporarily (or black hole effect) [12]–[16]. By designing a tunnel lighting system that prioritizes both driver safety and minimizes the disruptive effects of light transitions, we can significantly improve overall safety and reduce negative impacts on drivers' vision within the tunnel [17].

The Cileunyi-Sumedang-Dawuan Tunnel (Cisumdawu Tunnel) is used to overcome congestion and shorten vehicle tracks which is implemented massively in developed countries such as China [18]. This tunnel is part of the Cisumdawu toll road in Cilengser Village. It is located in section II of the toll road, which connects Ranca Kalong and Sumedang, Subang, West Java. The Cisumdawu toll road is expected to shorten the distance from Bandung to Sumedang and West Java International Airport in Kertajati via the Cikampek-Palimanan toll road. The Cisumdawu tunnel consists of two tunnels: the right tunnel with the initials R (Right) and the left tunnel L (Left). Fig. 1 is the Cisumdawu tunnel, the twin tunnel. The inside view of the Cisumdawu tunnel can be seen in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the location of the Cisumdawu toll road in the West Java area. The Cisumdawu Tunnel is the longest in Indonesia, with a length of 472 m and a diameter of 14 m for each tunnel [19].
A tunnel is a road whose surroundings are covered by structures. Generally, this road is below ground level [8]. Tunnel can be divided into "long tunnel" and "short tunnel" based on the clarity of view [20]. In the tunnel road, drivers usually have a short visual blind zone and visual shock when entering and exiting the tunnels [21], [22]. In a short tunnel, the exit is visible from a point directly in front of the tunnel entrance when no vehicles are passing. Usually, the short tunnel length is limited to 75 meters [9]. During the day, the short tunnel generally does not require a lighting system because the inclusion of daylight from both sides of the short tunnel, plus the silhouetted effect of the bright light at the other end of the tunnel, generally guarantees satisfactory visibility. In contrast to long tunnels, the driver cannot see the exit end of the tunnel. Tunnels that are less than 75 m long but whose paths are not straight so drivers cannot see the exit end of the tunnel are defined as long tunnels [9], [23].

The essential purpose of tunnel lighting is to provide sufficient and comfortable visibility for tunnel users to pass through the tunnel safely day and night [24], [17], [5]. Several things must be considered to achieve this goal, which are as follows [16], [12]:

- Lighting must provide a sufficient and even level of illuminance to the driver throughout the tunnel in dry and wet conditions.
- The angle of incidence of the lamp light relative to the driver's vision should provide a high level of sight of the road markings in all weather conditions.
- Lighting should not cause glare.
- Lighting should not flicker [25].

In the long tunnel, acknowledging the difference in human visual adaptation speeds for light and dark transitions, five distinct lighting zones are implemented (refer to Fig. 4 below the paper) [17], [23], [26]:

Access Zone: The driver's approach to the tunnel is illuminated by the same ambient light level as outside, allowing them to see the tunnel entrance.

Threshold Zone: Upon entering, the tunnel reveals its interior gradually over a distance equal to the stopping distance. The luminance within the first part is maintained constant, matching the outside level and adapting to traffic conditions. As the zone progresses, the luminance is smoothly reduced to 40% of its initial value.

Transition Zone: A gentle transition bridges the gap between the threshold's dimmed lighting and the interior's deeper darkness. The luminance level is progressively lowered, mimicking the natural light changes of a sunset. The length and stages of this transition are carefully designed to match the human eye's adaptation capabilities, ensuring a comfortable shift.

Interior Zone: Within the tunnel's depths, sunlight is replaced by a consistent artificial lighting level. This unwavering luminance provides a stable visual environment for drivers, akin to navigating a starlit cavern bathed in a constant glow.

Exit Zone: As the tunnel's end approaches, the gradual increase in light level creates a sense of emergence. The luminance rises smoothly, replicating the dawn experience until it matches the natural outside environment.
Air characteristics in the tunnel differ from those of ordinary roads. In the tunnel, the concentration of vehicle exhaust gas will be higher than on regular roads because the air exchange is slower than on ordinary roads. Thus, the lighting must also be more resistant to dangerous substances in vehicle exhaust gases such as sulfuric acid, nitric acid, carbon monoxide, etc. Several types of lamps recommended for tunnel lighting are High-Pressure Sodium (HPS) lamps and Light Emitting Diode (LED) lamps [24], [27], [28], [29].

In this paper, to address the challenge of determining energy-efficient artificial lighting in the threshold zone, simulations are conducted to compare tunnel lamp types, aiming for maximum power savings. This research involves modeling toll road tunnel lighting using Dialux software, examining characteristics with both HPS and LED lamps using the Indonesian National Standard (SNI) and ANSI/IES Rp-22-11 as reference [1], [23]. The Dialux software is commonly used for tunnel lighting planning [30], [31]. Using the Cisumdawu tunnel as a case study, a dynamic lighting system capable of adapting to night and daylighting is demonstrated. The investigation into night and daylighting simulation for the Cisumdawu double tunnel in Indonesia reveals that simulation results indicate that LED or HPS lamps can meet SNI standards for luminance in the interior zone. Furthermore, the double-mounted LED lamps surpass their HPS counterparts, offering increased luminance while consuming less power [32].

This manuscript's research problem is how to enhance energy efficiency and safety in toll road tunnel lighting by investigating the comparative effectiveness of HPS lamps and LED lamps across the tunnel's threshold, transition, and interior zones. Therefore, the research will utilize DIALux software to simulate and model toll road tunnel lighting and compare HPS and LED lamps. The objective is to identify the most energy-efficient lighting solution for the tunnel's threshold zone, promoting sustainable lighting for transportation infrastructure. It further evaluates luminance levels, power consumption, and uniformity of both lamp types in this zone. Additionally, the goal is to optimize tunnel lighting systems to enhance traffic safety and minimize energy usage.

The significance of the research lies in its potential to contribute to energy efficiency, safety, and sustainability in tunnel lighting for transportation infrastructure. This finding suggests potential improvements in energy efficiency within tunnel environments, contributing to sustainable lighting solutions for transportation infrastructure [27], [10].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, a simulation was carried out to determine the luminance in the five tunnel zones mentioned above, using data from the Cisumdawu tunnel, such as tunnel length and geometry. Lamp data and others are determined according to lighting requirements. The simulation was carried out using DIALux 4.12 software. The simulation using DIALux software has been commonly used and implemented in the study for evaluating lighting efficiency for indoor and outdoor lighting, which has become a de facto standard [33], [34]. The simulation process for tunnel lighting using DIALux software and data collected from the Cisumdawu tunnel involves:

1) **Data Collection**: Gathering relevant data from the tunnel to serve as input parameters for the simulation.

2) **Software setup**: Installing and configuring DIALux software with necessary parameters for accurate simulation.

3) **Model Creation**: Creating a 3D model of the tunnel within DIALux, accurately representing its geometry and layout.

4) **Light Source Selection**: Choosing HPS lamps and LED lamps as the primary light sources for simulation.

5) **Placement Configuration**: Arranging selected lamps in single and double rows along the tunnel's interior.

6) **Simulation Execution**: Initiating the simulation process within DIALux to replicate real-world conditions.

7) **Luminance Analysis**: Analyzing simulation results to assess luminance levels across tunnel zones.

8) **Comparison and Evaluation**: This compares the performance of HPS and LED lamps in terms of luminance distribution. The two lamps are also compared in the SNI 7391:2008 and ANSI/IES Rp-22-11 standards.

9) **Optimization Strategies**: Identifying potential areas for improvement based on simulation outcomes.

10) **Documentation and Reporting**: Documenting simulation parameters, results, and findings comprehensively for further analysis.

The parameters used for the simulation were implemented according to the parameters in Fig. 4, which include the luminance of threshold, transition, and interior zones. The DIALUX simulations were carried out using two light sources commonly used for tunnel lighting: HPS lamps and LED lamps. In addition, simulations were carried out by placing the lights in one row (single-mounted lamps) and two rows (double-mounted lamps). The results of this simulation can be used to provide input to the Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing (Kementrian PUPR), the agency responsible for constructing the Cisumdawu tunnel.

This research uses data from the Cisumdawu tunnel, a semicircular tunnel with a length of 472 m and a diameter of 14 m. Other data is determined according to tunnel conditions in Indonesia, which includes road surface material in the form of concrete paving, with a reflectance value of 30%, and tunnel walls in the form of concrete, with a reflectance value of 24% (Source: data available from the Dialux software). The lamps used in the simulations for the tunnels are High-Pressure Sodium (HPS) lamps commonly used for tunnel lighting planning [30], [31]. Using the Cisumdawu tunnel as a case study, a dynamic lighting system capable of adapting to night and daylighting is demonstrated. The investigation into night and daylighting simulation for the Cisumdawu double tunnel in Indonesia reveals that Simulation results indicate that LED or HPS lamps can meet SNI standards for luminance in the interior zone. Furthermore, the double-mounted LED lamps surpass their HPS counterparts, offering increased luminance while consuming less power [32].

This manuscript's research problem is how to enhance energy efficiency and safety in toll road tunnel lighting by investigating the comparative effectiveness of HPS lamps and LED lamps across the tunnel's threshold, transition, and interior zones. Therefore, the research will utilize DIALux software to simulate and model toll road tunnel lighting and compare HPS and LED lamps. The objective is to identify the most energy-efficient lighting solution for the tunnel's threshold zone, promoting sustainable lighting for transportation infrastructure. It further evaluates luminance levels, power consumption, and uniformity of both lamp types in this zone. Additionally, the goal is to optimize tunnel lighting systems to enhance traffic safety and minimize energy usage.

The significance of the research lies in its potential to contribute to energy efficiency, safety, and sustainability in tunnel lighting for transportation infrastructure. This finding suggests potential improvements in energy efficiency within tunnel environments, contributing to sustainable lighting solutions for transportation infrastructure [27], [10].

![Fig. 4 Five Tunnel Zone [17], [23], [26]](image-url)
Sodium (HPS) and light-emitting diode (LED) lamps of various types from the Philips brand lamp manufacturer [35], [36]. The choice of this brand was based entirely on the ease of obtaining the photometric data of the lamp and the light polar diagram required for the simulation, and there was no sponsorship message in this regard. The types of HPS lamps used are HNF901 C 1xSON-T250W WB_220 and HNF901 C 1xSON-T400W WB_220. This simulation still uses HPS lamps because some roads and tunnels in DKI Jakarta and Indonesia still use HPS lamps, although some have been replaced with LED lamps. The types of LED lamps used are:
- Philips BVP161 LED26 30W
- Philips BVP381 LED60 50W
- Philips BVP382 LED180 150W
- Philips BVP383 LED270 240W

For this study, there are two variations of the simulation were carried out, namely:
- Simulation using HPS and LED lamps
- Simulations with single and double-mounted lamps.

A. Tunnel Lighting Simulation for Cisumdawu Tunnel with Single and Double Mounted LED Lamps

The simulation is carried out using the Cisumdawu tunnel dimension equipped with the following data:
- Tunnel: Cisumdawu
- Direction: East-West
- Length of tunnel: 472m
- Simulation time: 21 Juli 2018
- Road reflectance: 30%
- Wall reflectance: 24%
- Threshold zone: 100 m
- Transition zone: 110 m
- Lamp mounted: at the tunnel’s ceiling
- Type of Lamp:
  a) Threshold zone: Philips BVP382 LED180 150W or Philips BVP383 LED270 240W.
  b) transition and interior zones: Philips BVP161 LED26 30W or Philips BVP381 LED60 50W

The simulation results are presented below. First, Fig. 6 shows the luminance color reference for the simulation results.

Second, we present the simulation results for the semicircle tunnel with LED lights with single mounting in Fig. 7, followed by the simulation results for the semicircle tunnel with LED lights using double mounting in Fig. 8. To achieve a high level of luminance in the access zone and threshold (12 to 30 cd lm/m²), it used:
- 50 Philips BVP382 LED180 150W for double-mounted lamps.
- For transition, interior, and exit zones, types and number of lamps are used:
  - 94 Philips BVP161 LED26 30W for double-mounted lamps.
  - 47 Philips BVP381 LED60 50W for single-mounted lamps.

Fig. 9 shows the simulated luminance level using LED with double-mounted lamps. The total power needed is 50 x 150W + 94 x 30W = 10320W. Fig. 10 shows the simulated luminance level using LED with single-mounted lamps. The total power needed is 25 x 240W + 47 x 50 = 8350W.
In summary, the luminance level in the tunnel with the installation of single and double-mounted lights can be seen in Table 1 below this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I</th>
<th>The Simulation Results of the Semicircle Tunnel Using Double and Single-Mounted LED Lamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Mounted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Luminaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Total power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Average luminance in the zone:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Threshold 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Threshold 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Uniformity (Uo)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to the SNI for the Interior zone, the recommended luminance is 2.00 cd/m² with 0.70 uniformity. Based on the simulated results in Table 1, all types of mounts fulfill the recommendations for luminance levels in the interior zone (D.4); for the double mounted, the average luminance in the interior zone is 3.1 cd/m², and for the single mounted is 3.5 cd/m². Therefore, the average luminance selected is double as it has less average luminance than single mounted, which means less luminaire LED is used.

For uniformity, the installation of both double-mounted and single-mounted LED lamps slightly does not meet the standard because it has less (0.67) or more (0.76) uniformity compared to the SNI standard (0.70). Based on Table 1 and the ANSI/IES RP-22-11 standard, if the access zone is 200 cd/m², it is necessary to install double-mounted lamps to produce average luminance in Threshold 1 zone in the amount of 49.9 cd/m² (D.1) to compensate for the high luminance value in the access zone. Based on Table 1 and the ANSI/IES RP-22-11 standard, if the access zone is 200 cd/m², it is necessary to install double-mounted lamps to produce average luminance in Threshold 1 zone in the amount of 49.9 cd/m² (D.1) to compensate for the high luminance value in the access zone and at the start of the threshold zone, especially during the day.

A. Tunnel Lighting Simulation with HPS Lights installed in Single and Double Mounted

To achieve a high level of luminance in the access zone and threshold, we used:

- 50 HNF901 276W lamps for double-mounted installation
- 25 HNF901 433W lamps for single-mounted installation.

For the transition zone, interior, and exit, we used:

- 94 BVP116 35W lamps for double-mounted installation
- 47 BVP117 54W lamps for single-mounted installations

The simulation results for the semicircle tunnel with HPS lights with single mounting are presented in Fig. 11, and the simulation of the double mounting in Fig. 12.
The simulated luminance level for the single-mounted HPS lamps can be seen in Fig. 13. Total power needed = 25 × 240W + 47 × 50 = 13363W. Followed by the simulated luminance level using double-mounted HPS lamps is shown in Fig. 14. The total power needed = 50 × 150W + 94 × 30W = 17090W.

In summary, the simulation results of luminance level in the tunnel with the installation of conventional (HPS) lamps in single and double mounted can be seen in Table II below.

TABLE II
THE SIMULATION RESULT OF THE SEMICIRCLE TUNNEL USING DOUBLE AND SINGLE-MOUNTED HPS LAMPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mounted</th>
<th>Double mounted</th>
<th>Single Mounted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Luminaire</td>
<td>50x HNF901 276W</td>
<td>25x HNF901 433W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>94x BVP116 35W</td>
<td>47x BVP117 54W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table II, the average luminance of double-mounted HPS in the Interior zone and uniformity meet the SNI standard. For the single-mounted HPS, the average luminance in the Interior zone meets the SNI standard, but the uniformity does not. However, both double-mounted and single-mounted HPS need much greater total power than double-mounted and single-mounted LED lamps.

B. Discussion

For the threshold 1 zone, using either LED or HPS lights, the luminance value of a double-mounted installation is much greater than that of a single-mounted structure. The comparison is shown in Fig. 15 for the LED and Fig. 16 for the HPS lights. ANSI/IES Rp-22-11 luminance standard in the access zone is 200 cd/m², so double-mounted installation is recommended to compensate for the luminance value at Threshold 1 zone (49.9 cd/m²) at the entrance of the threshold zone during the day. The compensation of average luminance at the Threshold 1 zone increases safety by temporarily preventing the driver's eyes from losing sight (or the black hole effect).

In threshold 2 and transition zones, the lamp’s position has been designed to follow the curve from the CIE standard graph. The distance between the lights can be adjusted, or with the addition of a controller, the output level of the lamps (dim) can be adjusted to obtain a more significant decrease. Referring to the SNI for the Interior zone, the recommended luminance is 2.00 cd/m² with a uniformity of 0.70.

Fig. 12 Simulation results of semicircle tunnel with HPS light using a double mounting

The simulated luminance curve using single-mounted HPS lamps

Fig. 13 Simulated luminance curve using single-mounted HPS lamps

Fig. 14 Simulated luminance curve using double-mounted HPS

In summary, the simulation results of luminance level in the tunnel with the installation of conventional (HPS) lamps in single and double mounted can be seen in Table II below.

The average luminance in the zone:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Threshold 1</th>
<th>Threshold 2</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Interior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>52.7 cd/m²</td>
<td>28.5 cd/m²</td>
<td>4.1 cd/m²</td>
<td>2.8 cd/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>23.3 cd/m²</td>
<td>12.6 cd/m²</td>
<td>3.0 cd/m²</td>
<td>2.2 cd/m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Uniformity (Uo) 0.70 0.79

Based on the simulated conditions, all lamps and installations meet the recommended luminance level. For
uniformity, the structure of double-mounted LED lamps does not meet the standard. There is no significant difference in luminance level in the interior zone for a single or double-mounted installation. When comparing the use of LED and HPS lamps in terms of power, LED lamps produce higher luminance with less power. Similar results have been reported in [37].

Finally, implementing proposed lighting solutions in real-world tunnel environments may face high initial costs, maintenance requirements, compatibility issues, regulatory compliance, environmental factors, energy efficiency optimization, and emergency preparedness.

IV. CONCLUSION

The conclusion was obtained from the simulation results with DIALux 12.4 software for the Cisumdawu tunnel with two types of lamps and two installation methods. To compensate for the luminance value of the threshold zone during the day, double-row lights are recommended rather than single-row lamps in the Cisumdawu tunnel. In the threshold zone, the luminance value of the double lamp installation is much greater than that of the single lamp installation, using either an LED lamp or an HPS lamp.

Based on the ANSI / IES standard Rp-22-11, the luminance in the initial zone is 200 cd/m2. For this reason, the installation of double lights in the Cisumdawu tunnel is recommended to offset the luminance value at the beginning of the threshold zone during the day. The luminance in the interior zone, using either LED lights or HPS lamps, can meet the SNI standard, which is 2 cd / m2. For uniformity of 0.7, installing a dual LED lamp does not meet the standard. The use of LED lamps results in higher luminance with less power than using HPS lamps.

Future directions include integrating lighting control systems that automatically adjust illumination levels in response to real-time factors like traffic flow, time of day, and weather conditions to ensure optimal visibility while conserving energy during off-peak periods.
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